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If you’ve recently done a DNA test – or are thinking about it and want to know which is the best DNA test for you – we have some tips below that will set you on the right track. Genetic genealogy can ...
Best DNA Test Tips for Genetic Genealogy Beginners
It’s hard to know which of your hundreds of DNA matches are most important. Learn how to sort through them to find those most useful to your research.
3 Steps for Prioritizing Which DNA Matches to Research First
What is the Systematic Treatment Enhancement Program for Bipolar Disorder (STEP-BD) Study? A. STEP-BD is the largest, federally-funded treatment study ever conducted for bipolar disorder 1. It is a ...
Questions and Answers for the Systematic Treatment Enhancement Program for Bipolar Disorder (STEP-BD) Study — Background
Researchers from Yale University during a recent study showed that developmental abnormalities including those that lead to pregnancy loss and autism are cont ...
Study finds genetics control abnormal development
In recent decades, we have witnessed an explosion of new knowledge in genetic science. We know a lot more about ancient DNA than ever before. And this also has a political dimension. These studies ...
What ancient DNA studies tell us about China
Spit tests may in future be an answer for doctors seeking swift and non-invasive ways to diagnose concussion among male rugby players after a study found that tell-tale biomarkers of traumatic brain ...
Rugby: Study finds saliva test can diagnose concussion
Ram Charan's new book is a peek into everything that gives digital companies an edge over traditional businesses: read this book to learn concepts like increasing returns and the social engine of a ...
Book review | 'Rethinking Competitive Advantage': A lucid guide to six traits of successful businesses
DNA is the genetic material used by every living organism. But there are a few edge cases in which the four bases of DNA—adenine, thymidine, cytosine, and guanine—undergo chemical modifications. And ...
Dozens of viruses seem to use a different DNA base
Despite years of pleading from her children, my mother never gave in to buying “fun snacks.” Forget Cheetos and Chips Ahoy — her kitchen shelf houses walnuts, quinoa, flaxseeds and bran flakes. Only ...
Opinions | Waiting for the cicadas — again — with my mom, the expert
A Sailor assigned to Region Legal Service Office Mid-Atlantic has created an advancement exam study planner for his fellow shipmates, and it is available for download on MyNavy Portal and Navy COOL.
Sailor creates advancement exam study guide for shipmates
Pork DNA has been found in two confectionery products in Bangladesh, according to a study analysing 42 imported confectionery samples purchased from the Dhaka region.
Halal chocolate: Pork DNA detected in imported confectionery in Bangladesh, researchers call for tighter guidelines
If you want to know more about online trees, blogs, crowdsourcing projects, webinars, sharing your research, genealogy software (on and offline) and more - 'Sharing Your Family History Online' is a ...
Highlight: Sharing Your Family History Online: A Guide for Family Historians
"Do I really need to get another dose?" "Should I still be getting tested for COVID-19?" "Do I still need to wear a mask outside?" As state guidelines change and California reopens its economy next ...
Should I still get tested for COVID-19? Wear a mask? Answers to post-vaccine questions
Q1 2021 Earnings Call May 05, 2021, 8:45 a.m. ET Ladies and gentlemen, thank you for standing by, and welcome to the Arbutus Biopharma Corporation 2021 first-quarter financial results and corporate ...
Arbutus Biopharma (ABUS) Q1 2021 Earnings Call Transcript
Older adults in Polk County can make a contribution to science while possibly reducing their risk of developing dementia. The University of South Florida is seeking local participants in a study to ...
USF seeks Polk County participants for dementia study
Despite years of pleading from her children, my mother never gave in to buying “fun snacks.” Forget Cheetos and Chips Ahoy — her kitchen shelf houses walnuts, quinoa, flaxseeds and bran flakes. Only ...
Waiting for the cicadas — again — with my mom, the expert
The NCAA football oversight committee will recommend some preseason changes for college football programs due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
NCAA aims for less contact in preseason football practice
As you choose your sunscreen for summer fun, be careful to avoid products with harmful chemicals and false advertising claims, according to the 15th Annual Guide to Sunscreens, published by the ...
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